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Abstract
A specific absorption rate of a dilute assembly of various random clusters of iron oxide nanoparticles in alternating
magnetic field has been calculated using Landau–Lifshitz stochastic equation. This approach simultaneously takes
into account both the presence of thermal fluctuations of the nanoparticle magnetic moments and magneto-dipole
interaction between the nanoparticles of the clusters. It is shown that for usual 3D clusters, the intensity of
the magneto-dipole interaction is determined mainly by the cluster packing density η = NpV/Vcl, where Np is
the average number of the particles in the cluster, V is the nanoparticle volume, and Vcl is the cluster volume.
The area of the low frequency hysteresis loop and the assembly-specific absorption rate have been found to
be considerably reduced when the packing density of the clusters increases in the range of 0.005 ≤ η < 0.4.
The dependence of the specific absorption rate on the mean nanoparticle diameter is retained with an increase of η,
but becomes less pronounced. For fractal clusters of nanoparticles, which arise in biological media, in addition to a
considerable reduction of the absorption rate, the absorption maximum is shifted to smaller particle diameters. It is
found also that the specific absorption rate of fractal clusters increases appreciably with an increase of the thickness of
nonmagnetic shells at the nanoparticle surfaces.
Keywords: Iron oxide nanoparticles, Magneto-dipole interaction, Specific absorption rate, Numerical simulation
PACS: 75.20.-g, 75.50.Tt, 75.40.Mg

Background
Magnetic hyperthermia [1–4] is one of the most promising directions in contemporary biomedical research
related with cancer treatment. The performance of magnetic nanoparticles to generate heat in alternating external
magnetic field is affected by various factors, such as their
geometrical and material parameters, the concentration of
nanoparticles in the media, as well as the frequency and
amplitude of the alternating magnetic field. In this paper,
the effect of mutual magneto-dipole interaction on the
specific absorption rate (SAR) of an assembly of magnetic
nanoparticles on an alternating magnetic field is studied
theoretically. The nanoparticles of iron oxides seem most
promising for use in magnetic hyperthermia [2–5],
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because they are biocompatible and biodegradable and
can be detected in the human body using clinical MRI. In
this study, we consider assemblies of nanoparticles with
magnetic parameters typical of iron oxide nanoparticles. It
has been found recently [4, 6] that being embedded in a
biological environment, for example, into a tumor, magnetic nanoparticles turn out to be tightly bound to the surrounding tissues. Therefore, the rotation of magnetic
nanoparticles as a whole under the influence of alternating
external magnetic field is greatly hindered. In such a case,
the Brownian relaxation is unimportant [4]. Therefore,
only the motion of the particle magnetic moments under
the influence of an alternating magnetic field and thermal
fluctuations has to be considered. In addition, one must
take into account the influence of the magnetic-dipole
interaction between particles. The latter effect is especially
important since magnetic nanoparticles in biological
media tend to agglomerate [2, 4, 7] forming dense aggregates of nanoparticles having fractal [8, 9] geometrical
structure.
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The effect of thermal fluctuations on the heat dissipation in a dilute assembly of magnetic nanoparticles in
alternating magnetic field has been studied in detail in
Refs. [10–13]. In particular, it has been shown [10] that
the SAR of such assembly depends substantially on the
mean nanoparticle diameter, among other factors. For a
dilute nanoparticle assembly detailed calculations [10]
allow one to determine the optimum diameter of the
nanoparticles at the given particle magnetic parameters
and given amplitude and frequency of the alternating
magnetic field. With optimal choice of geometric and
magnetic parameters of the nanoparticles very high SAR
values, of the order of 1000 kW/kg, have been predicted
[10, 11]. It is notable that the SAR values reported in a
number of experiments [14–17] are really close to the
above theoretical estimates. At the same time, in many
experiments [5, 18–21] significantly lower values of
SAR ~ 20–50 kW/kg were measured. This fact can be
explained, most likely, by the influence of strong magnetodipole interaction in dense assemblies of magnetic
nanoparticles.
Indeed, it has been experimentally shown [22, 23] that
the SAR in the dense assembly of magnetic nanoparticles essentially depends on the aspect ratio of the test
sample, i.e., the ratio of sample length to width. This is
indirect evidence of the influence of magneto-dipole
interaction on the response of an assembly of nanoparticles on an alternating external magnetic field. The effect
of magneto-dipole interaction on the energy absorption
rate by the assembly of magnetic nanoparticles has been
studied in a number of recent theoretical and experimental investigations [7, 24–38]. However, further investigations seem necessary to take into account the fractal
nature [8, 9] of the nanoparticle distribution in biological
media.
To see clearly the effect of magneto-dipole interaction,
in this paper we first calculate the SAR of an assembly of
non-interacting iron oxide nanoparticles. To study the
effect of magneto-dipole interaction, we solve numerically
the Landau–Lifshitz stochastic equation [13, 39–41],
which simultaneously takes into account both the presence of thermal fluctuations of the particle magnetic
moments and magneto-dipole interaction between the
nanoparticles of the clusters. Two types of magnetic clusters are considered, the usual random 3D clusters of
nanoparticles distributed in a rigid media and the fractal
clusters of nanoparticles which usually arise within the
intracellular space. Note that within the cluster, the nanoparticles are coupled by a strong magneto-dipole interaction. At the same time, for a dilute assembly of clusters,
the magnetic interaction between the clusters can be
neglected in a first approximation.
The influence of magneto-dipole interaction on the
properties of a dilute assembly of random 3D clusters is
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shown to be determined mainly by the nanoparticle
packing density η = NpV/Vcl, where Np is the average
number of particles in the cluster, V is the nanoparticle
volume, and Vcl is the cluster volume. The area of the
hysteresis loop and the assembly SAR are found to be
considerably reduced when the packing density of the
3D clusters increases in the range of packing densities
studied, 0.005 ≤ η < 0.4. For fractal clusters of magnetic
nanoparticles, in addition to considerable reduction of
SAR, the maximum absorption rate is shifted to smaller
particle diameters, as a rule. It is found also that the
SAR of fractal clusters increases appreciably with an increase of the thickness of nonmagnetic shells at the
nanoparticle surfaces. This effect may be important for
application of magnetic nanoparticle assemblies in magnetic hyperthermia.

Numerical Simulation
Non-Interacting Nanoparticles

It is instructive to remind first the behavior of an assembly of non-interacting superparamagnetic nanoparticles
in an alternating magnetic field. It enables one to see
clearly the influence of the magneto-dipole interaction
on the assembly properties. Based on the Fokker–Planck
equation derived by W.F. Brown [39], one can get an
approximate kinetic equation [10] for the population
numbers n1(t) and n2(t) of two potential wells of uniaxial
superparamagnetic nanoparticle
∂n1
n2
n1
¼
−
;
∂t
τ 2 ðT Þ τ 1 ðT Þ

n1 ðt Þ þ n2 ðt Þ ¼ 1:

ð1Þ

Here, τ1(T) and τ2(T) are the corresponding relaxation
times at a given temperature T for the first and second
potential wells, respectively. The relaxation times τ1(T)
and τ2(T) depend essentially on the amplitude and direction of the applied magnetic field with respect to particle
easy anisotropy axis (see Appendix in Ref. [10]). The iteration procedure can be used to calculate the well
population numbers n1(t) and n2(t) for several periods of
the alternating magnetic field. It is sufficient to obtain a
stationary hysteresis loop of a particle in an alternating
magnetic field. To do so, one can use an approximate
relation for the component of the reduced particle
magnetization along the magnetic field direction


Mh
¼ mh ðt Þ ¼ n2 ðt Þ cos θ0 −θ min;2 ðhe ðt ÞÞ
Ms V


þn1 ðt Þ cos θ0 −θ min;1 ðhe ðt ÞÞ
ð2Þ
Here, θ0 is the angle of the external magnetic field
with respect to the particle easy anisotropy axis, θmin,1
and θmin,2 are the locations of the potential well minima
as the functions of the reduced applied magnetic field,
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he(t) = H0sin(ωt)/Ha, where ω = 2πf is the angular frequency, Ha being the particle anisotropy field. To get a
hysteresis loop of an assembly of randomly oriented independent nanoparticles, it is necessary to average the
reduced magnetization mh(t) over the magnetic field
directions. It is worth noting that the accuracy of an
approximate analytical solution, Eq. (1), (2), of the FokkerPlanck equation has been validated [10] by means of
direct comparison with the numerical solutions of the stochastic Landau–Lifshitz equation for non-interacting
magnetic nanoparticles.
Nanoparticle Clusters

To investigate the effect of magneto-dipole interaction
on the specific absorption rate of an assembly of interacting magnetic nanoparticles in an alternating magnetic
field, in this paper, we study the behavior of a dilute
assembly of usual 3D clusters of superparamagnetic
nanoparticles and that of fractal clusters [8, 9] which
arise usually in biological media loaded with fine magnetic nanoparticles.
A quasi-spherical 3D cluster of nanoparticles shown
schematically in Fig. 1a can be characterized by its radius
Rcl, and the number of nanoparticles, Np >> 1, within its
volume. It is assumed that the nanoparticles have nearly
the same diameter D, and their centers, {ri}, i = 1, 2,.. Np,
are randomly distributed in the cluster volume. We also
assume that the particles are coated with thin nonmagnetic shells, so that the exchange interaction between
the neighboring nanoparticles of the cluster is absent. As
we mentioned above, such 3D cluster is characterized by
the nanoparticle packing density η = NpV/Vcl. This is a
total volume of the magnetic material distributed in the
volume of the cluster. One can define the average distance
between the nanoparticles of the cluster by means of the
relation Dav = (6Vcl/πNp)1/3. Then, the nanoparticle packing density is given by η = (D/Dav)3.

a
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For an assembly of completely random 3D clusters, the
orientations of the easy anisotropy axes of nanoparticles
{ei}, i = 1, 2, .. Np, are chosen randomly and independently
on the unit sphere. Alternatively, one can assume that
during the formation of clusters in a solution under the
influence of magneto-static interaction, certain correlation
occurs in the distribution of the nanoparticle easy anisotropy axis directions. One possibility to describe such
partially ordered clusters is to assume that the easy anisotropy axes of the nanoparticles are uniformly distributed in
a solid angle, θ < θmax, in the spherical coordinates.
Random 3D clusters with a given number of particles
Np of diameter D were created in this study as follows.
First, we generated dense enough and approximately
uniform set of N random points {ρi} within a spherical
volume of the radius Rcl, so that |ρi| ≤ Rcl for all generated points, i = 1, 2... N, N >> Np. The center of the first
nanoparticle was placed in the first random point,
r1 = ρ1. Then, all random points with coordinates |ρi–
r1| ≤ D were removed from the initial set of the random
points. After this operation, any point in the remaining
set of random points could be used as a center of the
second nanoparticle. For example, one can put simply
r2 = ρ2. At the next step, one removes all random points
whose coordinates satisfy the inequality |ρi–r2| ≤ D. This
procedure is repeated until all Np nanoparticle centers
are placed within the cluster volume. As a result, all random nanoparticle centers lie within a sphere of radius
Rcl, so that |ri| ≤ Rcl, i = 1, 2,... Np. Furthermore, none of
the nanoparticles is in a direct contact with the neighboring nanoparticles. This algorithm enables one to construct random quasi-spherical 3D clusters of magnetic
nanoparticles for moderate values of the nanoparticle
volume fraction η < 0.5.
For a given set of initial parameters, i.e., D, Rcl, and Np,
various random 3D clusters differ by the sets of the coordinates of the nanoparticle centers {ri} and orientations

b

Fig. 1 Geometry of quasi-spherical random 3D cluster of single-domain nanoparticles (a) and fractal cluster (b) with fractal descriptors Df = 2.1
and kf = 1.3
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{ei} of the particle easy anisotropy axes. However, the calculations show that in the limit Np >> 1, the hysteresis
loops obtained for different realizations of random variables {ri} and {ei} differ only slightly from each other. To
characterize the behavior of a dilute assembly of random
nanoparticle clusters, it is necessary to calculate assembly
hysteresis loop averaged over a sufficiently large number
of random cluster realizations. It is found that in the limit
Np >> 1, the averaged hysteresis loop of cluster assembly
has a rather small dispersion even being averaged over
20–30 independent realizations of random clusters with
the fixed values of the initial parameters D, Rcl, and Np.
The geometry of fractal clusters of single-domain
nanoparticles is characterized [42, 43] by the fractal descriptors Df and kf. By definition, the total number of
nanoparticle Np in the fractal cluster is given by the rela
D
tion N p ¼ k f 2Rg =D f , where Df is the fractal dimension, kf is the fractal prefactor, and Rg being the radius of
gyration. It is defined [43] via the mean square of the
distances between the particle centers and the geometrical center of mass of the aggregate. In this paper, the
fractal clusters with various fractal descriptors were created using the well-known Filippov et al.’s algorithm
[43]. As an example, Fig. 1b shows the geometrical structure of fractal cluster with fractal descriptors Df = 2.1 and
kf = 1.3 consisting of Np = 90 single-domain nanoparticles.
Geometrically, it seems that the main difference between
3D and fractal clusters is that in the latter case, every
nanoparticle has at least one neighbor located at the closest possible distance between nanoparticle centers equal
to the nanoparticle diameter D.
Dynamics of unit magnetization vector α→i of i-th
single-domain nanoparticle of the cluster is determined
by the stochastic Landau–Lifshitz (LL) equation
→
∂α→i
→
→
α i  H ef ;i þ H th;i Þ−κγ 1 α
¼ −γ 1→
i
∂t
→
→

→
 α i  H ef ;i þ H th;i ;
ð3Þ
where γ is the gyromagnetic ratio, κ is phenomenological
→
damping parameter, γ1 = γ/(1+κ2), H ef ;i is the effective
→
magnetic field and H th;i is the thermal field. The effective magnetic field acting on a separate nanoparticle can
be calculated as a derivative of the total cluster energy
→

H ef ;i ¼ −

∂W
→:
VM s ∂α
i

ð4Þ

The total magnetic energy of the cluster W = Wa + WZ + Wm
is a sum of the magneto-crystalline anisotropy energy Wa,
Zeeman energy WZ of the particles in applied magnetic
→
field H 0 sinðωt Þ, and the energy of mutual magneto-dipole
interaction of the particles Wm.

For nanoparticles of nearly spherical shape with uniaxial
type of magnetic anisotropy the magneto-crystalline
anisotropy energy is given by
W a ¼ KV

Np
X
 → → 2
1− αi ei Þ Þ;

ð5Þ

i¼1

where ei is the orientation of the easy anisotropy axis of
i-th particle of the cluster. Zeeman energy WZ of the
cluster in applied magnetic field is given by
W Z ¼ −M s V

Np
X
→ →
αi H 0 sinðωt ÞÞ:

ð6Þ

i¼1

Next, for spherical uniformly magnetized nanoparticles, the magneto-static energy of the cluster can be represented as the energy of the point interacting dipoles
located at the particle centers ri within the cluster. Then,
the magneto-dipole interacting energy is
→ → → → 
→→
M 2s V 2 X αi α j −3 α i n ij α j n ij
Wm ¼
;
ð7Þ

3
→
2
r i −r→j 
i≠j
where nij is the unit vector along the line connecting the
centers of i-th and j-th particles, respectively.
Thus, the effective magnetic field acting on the i-th
nanoparticle of the cluster is given by
 → → → →
→
H ef ;i ¼ H a α
i ei ei þ H 0 sinðωt Þ
→ → →
→
Xα
j −3 α j n ij n ij
:
þMs V
→ → 3
r −r 
j≠i
i

j

ð8Þ
where Ha = 2 K/Ms. is the particle anisotropy field.
→
The thermal fields, H th;i , i = 1, 2...Np, acting on various
nanoparticles of the cluster are statistically independent,
with the following statistical properties [39] of their
components for every nanoparticle
D
E
D
E
ðα Þ
ðαÞ
ðβÞ
H th ðt Þ ¼ 0; H th ðt ÞH th ðt 1 Þ
2k B Tκ
¼
ð9Þ
δ αβ δ ðt−t 1 Þ; α; β ¼ ðx; y; zÞ:
γM s V
Here, kB is the Boltzmann constant, δαβ is the Kroneker
symbol, and δ(t) is the delta function.
The procedure for solving stochastic differential Eqs.
(3), (8), and (9) is described in detail in Refs. [13, 40, 41].

Results and Discussion
Non-Interacting Iron Oxide Nanoparticles

Consider a dilute assembly of superparamagnetic nanoparticles with an average diameter D. The particles are
assumed to be tightly packed in a surrounding media,
and their easy anisotropy axes are randomly oriented in
space. The hysteresis loop of such an assembly in an
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alternating magnetic field H = H0sin(ωt) can be calculated [10] using Eqs. (1) and (2). This approach, due to
its simplicity, allows one to carry out detailed calculations of the assembly hysteresis loops for various particle
sizes depending on frequency and amplitude of the alternating magnetic field. In the calculations performed, in
accordance with the experimental data [2–6], the saturation magnetization of iron oxide nanoparticles is assumed to be Ms. = 70 Am2/kg, the magnetic anisotropy
constant being K = 104 J/m3. The assembly temperature
is T = 300 K, and the nanoparticle diameters are in the
range D = 10–30 nm. These parameters seem typical for
experiments carried out on iron oxide nanoparticles.
Figure 2 shows the SAR of non-interacting assemblies of
iron oxide nanoparticles at various frequencies at a fixed
amplitude of alternating magnetic field, H0 = 8 kA/m. As
can be seen, for the range of frequencies that are characteristic for magnetic hyperthermia, f = 200–500 kHz, SAR
has a maximum for the assembly of iron oxide nanoparticles with diameters D = 20–21 nm. It is notable that even
at relatively moderate amplitude of an alternating magnetic field, the assembly SAR reaches sufficiently high
values, 350–450 kW/kg, if the nanoparticle diameters are
chosen properly.
However, the experimentally measured SAR values for
assemblies of iron oxides nanoparticles are, as a rule, significantly below [18–21] these theoretical values. As we
shall see in the next section, this fact can be explained
[22–38] by the influence of strong magneto-dipole interaction in dense assemblies of magnetic nanoparticles.
Assembly of 3D Clusters

Consider now the hysteresis loops of a dilute assembly
of 3D random clusters having easy anisotropy axes of individual nanoparticles randomly oriented in space. As
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f = 300 kHz
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Fig. 2 The specific absorption rate of non-interacting assembly of
iron oxides nanoparticles, obtained by means of Eqs. (1) and (2), as a
function of average particle diameter at different frequencies of the
alternating magnetic field

Fig. 2 shows, for the assembly of non-interacting iron
oxide nanoparticles, the peak of the energy absorption in
an alternating magnetic field corresponds to particles
with diameter D = 20 nm. Therefore, first we calculated
the hysteresis loops of an assembly of 3D clusters with
particle diameter D = 20 nm.
Figure 3a shows the evolution of the assembly hysteresis loops depending on the average distance between
the nanoparticle centers Dav at the fixed value of the
particle diameter D. The frequency and amplitude of
alternating magnetic field are fixed at f = 400 kHz and
H0 = 8 kA/m, respectively. The number of particles in
the clusters equals Np = 40. The calculations are carried
out at T = 300 K, and magnetic damping constant is
taken to be κ = 0.5.
Evidently, the decrease of the average distance between
the nanoparticles of the cluster leads to an increase of
intensity of the magneto-dipole interaction within the
cluster. Note that for Np = 40, the ratios Dav/D specified
in Fig. 3a correspond to the cluster packing densities
η = 0.005, 0.04, and 0.32, correspondingly. One can see
in Fig. 3a that the hysteresis loop area rapidly decreases
as a function of the parameter η. For comparison, Fig. 3a
also shows the hysteresis loop 4, calculated for an
assembly of non-interacting particles, i.e., in the limit
Dav/D → ∞, Np = const, using Eqs. (1) and (2).
One can see that the hysteresis loop 3 (η = 0.005) in
Fig. 3a turns out to be close to the hysteresis loop of the
assembly of non-interacting nanoparticles. Therefore, in
the case η ≤ 0.005 the magneto-dipole interaction of the
nanoparticles within the cluster can be neglected. However, for η ≥ 0.04 the magneto-dipole interaction has a
significant influence on the properties of an assembly of
random 3D clusters. A similar evolution of the assembly
hysteresis loops has been obtained also for the frequencies f = 300 and 500 kHz, respectively.
The hysteresis loops shown in Fig. 3a are calculated
for different ratios Dav/D, but for the fixed number of
nanoparticles in the cluster Np = 40. However, the detailed computer simulations show that the shape of the
hysteresis loop of a dilute assembly of random 3D clusters is practically unchanged, if the number of particles,
Np >> 1, and the radius of the cluster Rcl are changed so
that the nanoparticle packing density η remains constant. Therefore, the hysteresis loop of dilute assembly
of random 3D clusters depends mainly on the cluster
packing density η.
Figure 3b shows the SAR of assemblies of random
clusters of iron oxide nanoparticles for different η
values. The SAR of the assembly is calculated [10] as
SAR = MsfA/ρ, where A is the hysteresis loop area in the
variables (M/Ms., H), ρ being the density of iron oxide
nanoparticles which is assumed to be ρ = 5 × 103 kg/m3.
As Fig. 3b shows, the SAR decreases as a function of η
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a

b

Fig. 3 (a) Evolution of the hysteresis loops of dilute assembly of clusters of iron oxide nanoparticles with diameter D = 20 nm for various ratios
Dav/D: (1) Dav/D = 1.46; (2) Dav/D = 2.92; (3) Dav/D = 5.84. Hysteresis loop 4 corresponds to assembly of non-interacting nanoparticles of the same
diameter. It is calculated by means of Eqs. (1) and (2). (b) SAR as a function of the average nanoparticle diameter D for dilute assemblies of
clusters of nanoparticles with different packing density η

due to an increase of the intensity of magneto-dipole
interaction within the clusters. At the same time, the
dependence of the assembly SAR on the average particle diameter still remains, though it becomes less
pronounced.
For small values of η ≤ 0.005, the SAR of random assembly of 3D clusters actually coincides with that one for
an assembly of non-interacting nanoparticles, shown in
Fig. 2. On the other hand, SAR falls about six times when
the cluster packing density increases up to η = 0.32. Then,
it becomes close to typical SAR values ~ 50–100 kW/kg,
which are obtained in a number of experiments [5, 18–21]
with iron oxide nanoparticle assemblies.
Assembly of Fractal Clusters

Similar calculations were carried out for dilute assemblies of fractal clusters of nanoparticles with various
fractal descriptors. As Fig. 4 shows, for fractal clusters of
Df = 1.8, kf = 1.5
Df = 2.1, kf = 1.3
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Non interacting
nanoparticles
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0
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nanoparticles, the SAR as a function of the particle
diameter also decreases considerably with respect to that
of the assembly of non-interacting nanoparticles. However, in contrast to the assembly of 3D clusters, the peak
values of SAR are shifted systematically to smaller particle diameters, except for the case of fractal dimension
Df = 2.7, which is close to the case of 3D clusters with
Df = 3.0. It is interesting to note also that for nonoptimal nanoparticle diameters, for example, for nanoparticles with diameters D ≤ 17 nm, the influence of
magneto-dipole interaction leads to increase of the SAR
with respect to the case of assembly of non-interacting
nanoparticles, as the SAR of the assembly of noninteracting nanoparticles is very small for nanoparticles
with diameters D ≤ 17 nm.
The calculations shown in Fig. 4 were carried out
assuming the existence of thin non-magnetic shells with
thickness tSh = 1 nm at the surface of magnetic nanoparticles. This prevents the nanoparticles of the fractal cluster
from direct exchange interaction. Evidently, the increase
of the non-magnetic shell thickness reduces the intensity
of the magneto- dipole interaction of closest nanoparticles, as the average distance between the magnetic cores
on the nanoparticles increases. Figure 5 shows that the increase of the non-magnetic shell thickness is a proper way
to raise the SAR of the assembly of fractal clusters of
nanoparticles. Namely, for sufficiently large thickness of
non-magnetic shells the dependence of the SAR on the
particle diameter resembles that for weakly interacting
magnetic nanoparticles. This fact may be important for
the application of magnetic nanoparticle assemblies in
magnetic hyperthermia.

D (nm)

Fig. 4 SAR as a function of the average nanoparticle diameter D for
dilute assemblies of fractal clusters of nanoparticles with various fractal
descriptors. The SAR of the assembly of non-interacting nanoparticles
is calculated by means of Eqs. (1) and (2)

Conclusions
The main conclusion of this study is that the SAR of a
dilute assembly of clusters of magnetic nanoparticles in
alternating magnetic field is significantly reduced with
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Fig. 5 The dependence of the SAR of dilute assembly of fractal clusters
on the thickness tSh of the non-magnetic shells at the surface of the
nanoparticles. The SAR of the assembly of non-interacting nanoparticles
is calculated by means of Eqs. (1) and (2)

increasing of the intensity of magneto-dipole interaction
in the clusters. For usual 3D clusters of nanoparticles,
the intensity of the magneto-dipole interaction can be
characterized by dimensionless packing density, η =
NpV/Vcl = (D/Dav)3. The latter determines the average
distance between the nanoparticles of the cluster. The
calculations show that for the assembly of random 3D
clusters, the energy absorption peak, which for iron
oxide nanoparticles corresponds to particles with average diameter D = 20 nm, is reduced about six times
when the packing density increases from η = 0.005 up to
η = 0.32. The dependence of the assembly SAR on the
mean nanoparticle diameter is retained with increase of
η, but becomes less pronounced.
For dilute assemblies of fractal clusters of magnetic
nanoparticles, the SAR values also decrease several times
irrespective on the fractal descriptors of the assembly. In
addition, the peak values of SAR are shifted systematically
to smaller particle diameters, as a rule. It is important to
note, however, that the increase of the non-magnetic shell
thickness at the nanoparticle surfaces restores the SAR
values close to that of the assembly of weakly interacting
nanoparticles. This fact can be important for various biomedical applications of magnetic nanoparticle assemblies.
The model considered in this paper takes into account
the geometrical structure of nanoparticle assemblies
observed experimentally in biological media [4, 8, 9] (in
particular in tumors), i.e., the agglomeration of nanoparticles in a sufficiently dense fractal clusters of different
sizes, with different numbers of nanoparticles in the
clusters. The stochastic LL Eq. (3) accurately describes
the real dynamics of the magnetic moments of nanoparticles taking into account both the magneto-dipole interaction between the particles and the effect of thermal

fluctuations. The cluster model studied allows obvious
generalization that can make it more practical. First, it is
necessary to take into account the size distribution of
magnetic nanoparticles in the assembly. Second, in some
cases exchange interaction may exist between neighboring nanoparticles of the cluster if they are in direct
atomic contact.
The theoretical results obtained in this study seem to
be in a satisfactory agreement with recent experimental
data [35] for iron oxide nanoparticles of optimal diameters. Indeed, according to Ref. [35], the SAR of the iron
oxide nanoparticles increases with the average diameter
of the nanoparticles and peaks for nanoparticles with
mean diameter D = 20–21 nm. In addition, the SAR
decreases [35] with a decrease in the average distance
between the nanoparticles due to increasing intensity of
the magneto-dipole interaction.
Unfortunately, in some experimental studies [5, 21]
carried out to optimize the properties of magnetic nanoparticles for use in magnetic hyperthermia, often do not
take into account the theoretical predictions [10, 11]
about significant dependence of the assembly SAR on
the characteristic size of the magnetic nanoparticles. As
shown in this paper, this dependence can be substantial
even for rather dense nanoparticle assemblies. From a
theoretical point of view, it is obvious [10] that the assembly of iron oxide nanoparticles with very small,
D ≤ 10 nm, or too big, D ≥ 30 nm diameters can hardly
provide a sufficiently high SAR values for typical for
magnetic hyperthermia frequencies, f = 200–600 kHz,
and magnetic field amplitudes H0 ~ 8 kA/m. The creation of mono-crystalline iron oxide nanoparticles with
sharp size distribution near the optimal diameter has to
be promising for application in magnetic hyperthermia.
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